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Abstract. The main task of frequency hopping spread spectrum is to secure the
information from the detectors. In FHSS a pseudorandom code is multiplied with each
of the information packet, which makes a hop. These codes randomly changes for
securing the communication and also these codes are used in FHSS for indicating the
carrier frequency at the receiver side. As in today’s world the prime goal of wireless
communication is security of information, although FHSS provide security but it has a
threat from the unknown interceptor, if the hijacker come to know that sequence of
pseudorandom than for surely the security will be collapsed. To save that data from
leaking out, we have generated a new idea. If we use pseudorandom random code
with one hop of the frequency and use the encoded form of pseudorandom code for
the next hop, than the security level will be increase.
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1 Introduction to Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum which is know a day’s using for commercial usage and was initially used for
military applications, provides a secure transmission from jamming because wireless
communication/transmission has a threat to be jammed [1]-[3]. In spread spectrum
communication the spreading sequence plays a vital role which spread the information in SSsignal which increases the security level of the signal [4]. The spread spectrum technique
provides an anti- jamming communication by spreading the signals having wideband
frequency [5] as shown in fig.1, while at the receiver side the information can be easily dig up
from the SS-signal. Spread spectrum has many techniques [6][7], which are used for many
applications i.e. security/ robustness of broadcasting the link, security of communication, fast
speed rate, anti-interference ability[8-11].
1.1 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
The carrier’s frequency is arbitrarily changes in FHSS, the signals jumps at different carrier
frequencies randomly according to the pseudorandom code, which specifies the carriers
frequency at the receiver side because at the transmitter side each of the hop of frequency have
this code for identity of carriers frequency [12]. In FHSS the pseudorandom code is used for
the identification of the carrier frequency.
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Fig.1 Spreading of a signal using pseudo-noise code
Suppose we have a total bandwidth of 400 MHz from 900 MHz to 1300 MHz, and at this
instant of time we use three bits of spreading code having the given sequence 000, 001, 010,
011, 100, 101, 110, 111. So we can divide the given bandwidth into eight different frequencies,
950Mhz, 1000Mhz, 1050Mhz, 1100Mhz, 1150Mhz, 1200Mhz, 1250Mhz, & 1300Mhz.
Table.1 show that how the pseudorandom code will identify the carrier’s frequency.

2 Proposed Work
The security matters in the field of wireless communications and in frequency hopping spread
spectrum, the pseudorandom code is using for the identification of carriers frequency of each
hop, but if someone get some information or suppose it succeeds in breaking out that sequence
of random codes than the integrity of information will be lose. To overcome this draw back we
have proposed/designed a technique in which the original pseudorandom code and its
encrypted code will be use consecutively, so that if some break the sequence code than after
breaking that security, they will still be unable to leak out the secure information. It depends on
the designer that what encryption technique they use for encryption. Only the receiver will be
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able to get the original information, because it will know about the encryption technique used
for encryption of random sequence and also the original pseudorandom code. Table.2 will
show the main concept of the paper that how both the original and the encrypted
pseudorandom code will be use in the FHSS technique.
Table.2 showing the main idea of the paper
The left two columns shows the use of original code for packet one and the right columns shows the
use of encrypted code
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